The BIGGEST FLEA MARKET in the city till date - AMDAVAD FLEA, kickstarts in less than 10 days and they are all set to take things up a notch & make your weekend exciting. Join them on 27th & 28th November, between 5 to 11 pm, at the River Front Market, Sabarmati River Front, Ellis Bridge.

What to expect?
Just about everything and your expectations won't be let down for, right from Food, Fashion, Home Decor, Recreational Activities are put up by the best brands from all over the country and we at CityShor will be putting them up for you to brace yourselves for a plethora of fun!

-KIRIMOO
The brand plays with gorgeous Fabrics and quirky Prints to create an eclectic range of Fashion Accessories, that are Fresh, fun, and a whole lot of cool!

-CRAFT OK PLEASE
Featuring Home Decor, Stationary and other upcycled products, Craft Ok Please is a kitsch and quirky lifestyle brand, that are simply amazing.

-ATRANGI
The design label by Ayushi Subhash Agarwal comes breaking all the cliched premise of what the world calls fashion, fad and fancies; in the form of products that are indeed colourful & ashy, pastel & pale, striking & subtle, vivid & veridic.

-THE BARBEQUE WALLA
Get set to gorge on some of the most lip-smacking barbequed delicacies, that you definitely can't miss out on.

-SNUGONS
The footwear company focuses on designs that are cozy and stylish; wherein they aim to redefine comfort and fashion in an Indian way, made out of fabrics, that are completely handcrafted or hand-woven.

-WORLD OF WAFFLES
Serving Waffles in itself is an unprecedented concept, and serving EGGLESS WAFFLES? Well, that easily makes WORLD OF WAFFLES a forerunner in the city, that is bound to curb your pangs for something sweet in the form of delicacies that they are convincingly tasty, hearty and extremely well-priced.

-PARAPH'A'RNALIA
Gifting has never been more easy for, the brand offers Handmade products made out of metal, wood, paper that are unique, while also offering multipurpose functions.

-WRAP UP LOVE
Laid out by Aanchal, you will come across a wonderful range of Trousseau Packing, Festive Gifting, along-with Lifestyle Products, from traditional wraps to modern, innovative gift packaging ensuring that you gift in style.

-RANGOLI ART KI SHOPPE
At Rangoli – Art ki Shoppe, you will find stylish, creative, classy, trendy and elegant designs of handmade wallets, clutches, hair accessories and much more. that are designed, making sure each one is unique and different, that too at affordable rates.

-KITSCH BY NIK
What started of as mere experimentation with her looks as a kid to design something unique out of it, has now cultivated to brand that is now famous for its unique feet accessories. Her creativity has even blossomed onto designs for hands and along-with hair as well. Check out the pics to know more for, they offer over 200 unique designs and are constantly designing new stuff to quirk up your monotony.

-VINTAGE HUB
Old Watches to Gramophones, the label has just about everything which falls under the word 'vintage'.

Well, these are just a teensy number of the brands laid out. Keep an eye out for, we will be bringing you more & more of AMDAVAD FLEA everyday! Cheers.

Dates: 27-28 November

Timings: 5 to 11 pm

Venue: River Front Market, Sabarmati River Front, Ellis Bridge, Ahmedabad.

Contact: +91-9924423732

Email: becrazyhead@gmail.com

